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Abstract. We prove that under some natural condition eager class initializa-
tion of a Java program P , as proposed in [3], does not depend on the choice of
a topological sort of the graph of class initialization dependencies of P . We
also identify further natural conditions under which the eager and lazy class
initializations of P assign the same initial values to the static fields of P . The
latter result partially solves a problem raised in [3].
1. Introduction
In [3], a static analysis method is proposed to determine class initialization de-
pendencies of a Java program. The method uses the bytecode of a Java program P
and produces a directed graph G(P ) whose nodes are the classes of P and the sys-
tem classes used by P and whose edges are ordered pairs (A, B) such that there is a
sequence of method calls from A.<clinit> that ends with getstatic or putstatic
instruction of a static ﬁeld of B. In [3], G(P ) is called the graph of class initial-
ization dependencies of P . G(P ) captures initialization circularities in case P has
any. It is a property of the graph G(P ) that P has an initialization circularity
if and only if G(P ) contains a cycle of length at least 2. It is argued in [3] that
such circularities in P are almost surely programming errors. This led the authors
of [3] to assume that G(P ) does not contain cycles (except for possible self-loops)
and propose a way of initializing classes of P , called eager class initialization, that
respects a topological sort of G(P ). (For beneﬁts of eager class initialization, see
[3]). The authors of [3] pose an open problem of formulating conditions under
which the standard lazy class initialization (i.e. used by the Java Virtual Machine)
and eager class initialization assign the same initial values to the static ﬁelds of P .
In the following, we assume thatG(P ) does not contain cycles (except for possible
self-loops) and call G(P ) acyclic.
Since G(P ) may have many topological sorts, the question - under what condi-
tions does eager class initialization of P not depend on the choice of a topological
sort of G(P )? - emerges naturally in the context of the above open problem.
The aim of this paper is to respond to the above question and the open problem.
We prove that if P is putstatic - free (for the deﬁnition, see the end of this section),
then eager class initialization of P does not depend on the choice of a topological
sort of G(P ). We also prove that under some additional conditions (speciﬁed in
sections 4 and 5), the standard lazy class initialization and eager class initialization
of P assign the same initial values to the static ﬁelds of P . We also give examples
showing that the additional conditions are necessary.
Let P be a Java program. We do not distinguish between system classes used to
run P and application classes of P , denoted as in [3] by the sets SC(P ) and LC(P ),
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respectively. Throughout the paper we work with the set of all classes of P denoted
by Cl(P ) and deﬁned as SC(P )∪LC(P ). We make this simpliﬁcation since system
classes do not pose any logical threat to class initialization in the sense that ”no
system class would normally know about application classes and thus would not
reference their static ﬁelds [3, p.5].”
The graph G(P ) is the induced subgraph on Cl(P ) of the call graph of P . The
latter one is constructed in [3] using an algorithm, which runs on the bytecode of
P . For every class A, it searches for all possible sequences of method calls that
start with A.<clinit>. These sequences can end only in either a static or instance
method of P from which there are no direct or indirect references to any static
ﬁeld of P , or in a getstatic or putstatic instruction of a static ﬁeld of P . We
will call such sequences of method calls chains of intermediate method calls from
A.<clinit>.
If a chain of intermediate method calls from A.<clinit> ends in a static or
instance method of P , then we say that the chain is of type 1. If a chain ends in
a getstatic or putstatic instruction of a static ﬁeld of P , then we say that the
chain is of type 2.
Let G be the graph whose set of vertices is the set Cl(P ) and whose edges are
deﬁned as follows:
A⇒ B is an edge in G if and only if there is a chain of intermediate method calls
from A.<clinit> (of type 2) that ends in a getstatic or putstatic instruction of
a static ﬁeld of B.
Intuitively, if A⇒ B is an edge in G then the static ﬁelds of B must be initialized
before those of A.
The graph G(P ) is the transitive closure of G. We call G the skeleton of G(P ).
Obviously, G is acyclic if and only if G(P ) is acyclic.
Let s be a topological sort of G(P ) given in the form of a bijection s : Cl(P )→
{1, 2, . . . , n}, where n = |Cl(P )|, such that s(B) < s(A) whenever A ⇒ B is an
edge in G(P ) with A = B. Assuming that the classes of P have been loaded and
prepared eagerly by the JVM, we say that the classes of P are initialized in the
eager way respecting s if their <clinit> methods are executed in the following
order: s−1(1), s−1(2), . . . , s−1(n). We call this process eager class initialization of
P respecting s. In this context, initializing a class means executing its <clinit>
method if the method was created during compilation (see [4, p.248]), or doing
nothing otherwise. This, in particular, means that the first active use rule (see [4,
p.251]) that the JVM uses to initialize classes does not apply here, and neither does
the JVM requirement saying that before a class is initialized its direct superclass
(if any) has to be initialized if it has not been already (see [4, p.246-247]).
Note that s is a topological sort of G(P ) if and only if s is a topological sort of
G.
Let s be a topological sort of G. Let A ∈ Cl(P ) and let a be a static ﬁeld of
A. Let valP,s(A.a) denote the value stored in A.a as soon as A.<clinit> is fully
executed during eager class initialization of P respecting s (see [3]).
Let s1 and s2 be two topological sorts of G. We write s1 ≡P s2 if for every class
A ∈ Cl(P ) and every static ﬁeld a of A, valP,s1(A.a) = valP,s2(A.a).
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We deﬁne P to be putstatic - free if for every two distinct classes A, B ∈ Cl(P )
with an edge A⇒ B in G there is no chain (of type 2) of intermediate method calls
from A.<clinit> that ends in a putstatic instruction of a static ﬁeld of B.
2. First Result and Its Proof
We prove the following:
Theorem 1. If P is putstatic - free, then s1 ≡P s2 for all topological sorts s1
and s2 of G(P ).
Proof. (The proof is by induction on the number k of edges in the skeleton of G(P )).
Basis Step: k = 0.
We clearly have s1 ≡P s2 since there are no edges in the skeleton G of G(P ),
and so there are no class initialization dependencies. Hence, executions of the
<clinit> methods of classes of P do not depend on each other. This means that
the process of initializing classes of P is insensitive to the order in which classes of
P are being initialized.
Inductive Step: Let k > 0. Assume that the statement of the theorem holds for
every Java program Q such that the skeleton of G(Q) has < k edges.
Let P be a Java program that is putstatic - free. Let s1 and s2 be two
topological sorts of the skeleton G of G(P ). Since k > 0 and the skeleton G of
G(P ) is acyclic, there must be a class A ∈ Cl(P ) such that
(i) A⇒ B is an edge in G for some B ∈ Cl(P )
(ii) There is no C ∈ Cl(P ) such that C⇒ A is an edge in G.
Pick such a class A. Note that (i) and the deﬁnition ofG imply that A.<clinit> is
non-empty. Now, form a new class A′ from A by deleting all class variable initializers
of A as well as all of its static initializers (for deﬁnitions see [4, p.246]), thus leaving
only class variable declarations. Note that A′ will now have no <clinit> method
([4], p. 248).
Let P ′ denote the program obtained from P be replacing class A with A′. Note
that the new program P ′ is correct in the sense that by (ii) and the deﬁnition
of the skeleton G of G(P ), for every C ∈ Cl(P ) there is no chain of intermediate
method calls from C.<clinit> that ends in a getstatic or putstatic instruction
of a static ﬁeld of A.
Since A′.<clinit> is empty, it follows from (i) and the deﬁnition of the skeleton
G′ of G(P ′) that the number of edges in G′ is < k. Also, since P is putstatic -
free, P ′ is putstatic - free. And since the skeleton G′ is a subgraph of the skeleton
G of G(P ) (we have essentially only removed outgoing edges of A), it follows that
s1 and s2 are also topological sorts of G′. Hence, by the inductive hypothesis, it
follows that s1 ≡P ′ s2. This means that
(1) For all C ∈ Cl(P ′) and all static ﬁelds c of C, valP ′,s1(C.c) = valP ′,s2(C.c).
Now, assume that we have initialized the classes of P eagerly according to s1
and s2. The following two claims follow from the construction of P ′ and (ii):
(2) For all C ∈ Cl(P ), C = A, and all static ﬁelds c of C, valP,s1(C.c) =
valP ′,s1(C.c).
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(3) For all C ∈ Cl(P ), C = A, and all static ﬁelds c of C, valP,s2(C.c) =
valP ′,s2(C.c).
By (1), (2), and (3), we get:
(4) For all C ∈ Cl(P ), C = A, and all static ﬁelds c of C, valP,s1(C.c) =
valP,s2(C.c).
In order to complete the proof, we must show that
(5) For every static ﬁeld a of A, valP,s1(A.a) = valP,s2(A.a).
Let S = {B ∈ Cl(P ) | A⇒ B is an edge in the skeleton G of G(P )}. The set S
consists of all classes on which A’s static ﬁelds depend (which “participate” in the
evaluation of initial values of the static ﬁelds of A). Let a be a static ﬁeld of A.
The values valP,s1(A.a) and valP,s2(A.a) are obtained by executing the same chains
of intermediate method calls from A.<clinit>. Since P is putstatic - free, any
such chain ends in a getstatic instruction of a static ﬁeld of a class in S, or it
ends in a getstatic or putstatic instruction of some static ﬁeld of A that is in
the textual order earlier than A.a, or the chain is of type 1. Since the static ﬁelds
of the classes of S as well as the static ﬁelds of A that are textually earlier than A.a
have been fully initialized at the time the value of A.a is being evaluated, and since
chains of type 1 do not disturb values, we get (5) from (4).
The following Java program shows that the conclusion of the above theorem is
not true without the condition that P is putstatic - free.
class A
{
static int a = 1;
public static void main(String[] args) {}
}
class B
{
static int b = A.a++;
}
class C
{
static int c = A.a++;
}
Note that in the above program P , G(P ) is acyclic and that there are two
possible topological sorts of G(P ) : s1 given by A, B, C and s2 given by A, C, B. P
initialized eagerly with respect to s1 gives valP,s1(A.a) = 1, valP,s1(B.b) = 1, and
valP,s1(C.c) = 2, while eager initialization with respect to s2 gives valP,s2(A.a) = 1,
valP,s2(B.b) = 2, and valP,s2(C.c) = 1. Hence, it is not the case that s1 ≡ s2.
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3. Extracts from the Process of Initializing Classes by the JVM
Let A be a class of a Java program P and let a be a static ﬁeld of A. Let
vallazy(A.a) denote the value stored in A.a as soon as the JVM ﬁnishes initializing
A.<clinit> (i.e. ﬁnishes executing A.<clinit>). Let s be a ﬁxed topological sort
of the skeleton G of G(P ) (the graph of class initialization dependencies of P ). Our
second result says that if P is putstatic - free and satisﬁes three additional and
natural conditions (speciﬁed in sections 4 and 5), then vallazy(A.a) = valP,s(A.a)
for every static ﬁeld a of every class A of P .
In order to formulate the additional conditions, we extract from the JVM ini-
tialization process the entities most essential to our purpose and put them into a
formal format. We extract three functions which we denote by SP , EP , and FP .
It is possible to record the values of these three functions once the JVM process of
initializing classes of P terminates. However, if we assume that the functions are
known, then they together with the concept of a chain of intermediate method calls
(see section 1) will allow us to capture the part of the JVM initialization process
that is most essential to our purpose. All concepts deﬁned in this and the following
sections are deﬁned in terms of the functions SP , EP , FP , the skeleton G of G(P ),
and/or the concept of a chain of intermediate method calls.
3.1. The Functions SP and EP . Let Cl+(P ) denote the set of classes of P that
have a <clinit> method (created during compilation) (see [4, p.248]). Without
loss of generality, we can assume that Cl+(P ) = Cl(P ), i.e. every class in Cl(P )
has a <clinit> method (possibly null). Let n be the number of elements of
Cl+(P ). The process of initializing classes of P by the JVM uniquely determines
two bijective functions
SP : Cl+(P ) −→ {1, ..., n}
and
EP : Cl+(P ) −→ {1, ..., n}
The value SP (A) = k means that during the (lazy) JVM initialization, class A was
the k-th class of P that was invoked for initialization (i.e. A.<clinit> was the
k-th <clinit> method invoked by the JVM). The value EP (B) = l means that
during the (lazy) JVM initialization class B was the l-th class that was completely
initialized by the JVM (i.e. B.<clinit> was the l-th <clinit> method that was
fully executed). The values of these functions depend on the structure of the
program P , on the first active use rule by which classes are initialized, and on the
JVM requirement stating that before a class is initialized, its direct superclass (if
any) has to be initialized if it has not been already (see [3, p.246-247]). Of course,
SP (A) = 1 if and only if A contains the main() method. The notation SP and EP
comes from the words start and end, respectively.
It follows from the given descriptions of SP and EP that the values of SP and EP
are known once the JVM ﬁnishes initializing classes of P . One may actually try
to determine the values of the functions SP and EP in advance by a static analysis
of the bytecode of P . But this is not what we want to focus on. The fact that the
two functions are uniquely determined and take on the values as described above
will suﬃce for our purpose. We assume that the two functions together with their
meanings are determined in advance.
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3.2. The Graph G+(P ). We now deﬁne a directed graph denoted by G+(P ). The
vertices of the graph G+(P ) are the elements of Cl+(P ). The edge relation on
Cl+(P ) will be denoted by the symbol. An edge A B in G+(P ) will mean that
either B is the direct superclass of A (which at the moment when the JVM invoked
A was not yet initialized) or the JVM while reading A.<clinit> encountered B
based on the first active use rule (see [4, p.251]), and as a consequence, invoked
B.<clinit>. The formal deﬁnition of G+(P ) is in terms of the functions SP and
EP and is as follows.
G+(P ) is a directed graph whose set of vertices is the set Cl+(P ) and whose
edges are deﬁned as follows:
A B is an edge in G+(P ) if and only if
SP (A) < SP (B) and EP (A) > EP (B)
and the set
{C ∈ Cl+(P ) | SP (A) < SP (C) < SP (B) and EP (A) > EP (C) > EP (B)}
is empty.
Lemma 1. For all A, B, C ∈ Cl+(P ), if SP (A) < SP (C) < SP (B), EP (A) > EP (B),
and EP (C) > EP (B), then EP (A) > EP (C).
Proof. Since SP (A) < SP (B) and EP (A) > EP (B), it follows from the meaning of
the functions SP and EP and the process of lazy (JVM) initialization that there is
a unique sequence X1, ..., Xk of classes in Cl+(P ) such that A = X1, Xk = B, and for
every 1 ≤ i < k either Xi+1 is the direct superclass of Xi (which at the moment when
the JVM invoked Xi was not yet initialized) or the JVM while reading Xi.<clinit>
encountered Xi+1based on the first active use rule. Since SP (C) < SP (B) and
EP (C) > EP (B), there is a similar unique sequence C = Y1, ..., Yl = B of classes
in Cl+(P ) as described above but for C and B. Since the JVM initializes classes
only once, B is initialized only once. This, by Xk = B = Yl, implies that either
C = Xi for some 1 ≤ i < k or A = Yj for some 1 ≤ j < l. But SP (A) < SP (C) and
SP (C) ≤ SP (Yj) for all j, so A = Yj for any j. Thus C = Xi for some i, which gives
EP (A) > EP (C) because EP (A) > EP (Xi) for all i.
Proposition 1. For all A, B ∈ Cl+(P ), the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) SP (A) < SP (B) and EP (A) > EP (B);
(ii) There is a unique directed path in G+(P ) from A to B.
Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii): Assume (i). If the set {C ∈ Cl+(P ) : SP (A) < SP (C) < SP (B)
and EP (A) > EP (C) > EP (B)} is empty, then the path from A to B is: A, B.
Otherwise, choose the unique class C1 in the set {C ∈ Cl+(P ) : SP (A) < SP (C) <
SP (B) and EP (A) > EP (C) > EP (B)} whose value under SP is the smallest (SP is
one-to-one since it is a bijection). It follows that A C1 is an edge inG+(P ). Next,
consider C1 and B. Since C1 and B satisfy SP (C1) < SP (B) and EP (C1) > EP (B),
repeating the above argument for C1 and B we ﬁnally obtain a path from A to B.
We now show that this path is unique. Suppose, on the contrary, that there are
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two diﬀerent paths in G+(P ) from A to B. It follows from this assumption that
there are three distinct classes D1, D2, and C such that (1) D1  C and D2  C
are edges in G+(P ) and (2) there is neither a directed path in G+(P ) from D1 to
D2 nor from D2 to D1. Since the function SP is one-to-one and D1 = D2, it follows
that SP (D1) = SP (D2). We assume SP (D1) < SP (D2); the case SP (D1) > SP (D2) is
similar. By (1) and the deﬁnition of G+(P ), we have SP (D1) < SP (D2) < SP (C).
By (1) again, we have EP (D1) > EP (C) and EP (D2) > EP (C). This, by Lemma 1,
gives EP (D1) > EP (D2). Hence, by an argument similar to the one in the beginning
of this proof, we conclude that there is a directed path in G+(P ) from D1 to D2.
This contradicts (2).
(ii) =⇒ (i): Obvious from the deﬁnition of the edge relation of G+(P ).
3.3. The Function FP . For a class A ∈ Cl(P ), let SF (A) denote the set of static
ﬁelds of A. Let m denote the number of elements of
⋃
A∈Cl(P ) SF (A). The process
of initializing classes of P by the JVM uniquely determines the following bijective
function:
FP :
⋃
A∈Cl(P )
SF (A) −→ {1, ...,m}
The value FP (a) = k means that a was the k-th static ﬁeld of P to which the JVM
assigned an initial value for the ﬁrst time. If a static ﬁeld A.a does not have a class
variable initializer nor a static initializer (for deﬁnitions see [4, p.246]), we assume
that it has an implicit class variable initializer that evaluates to A.a’s default value
(the value assigned during preparation - see [4, p.244-245]). Hence, without loss of
generality, we assume that all static ﬁelds have either class variable initializers or
static initializers. As in case of SP and EP , the values of FP are known after the
JVM ﬁnishes initializing all classes of P . However, we assume that FP , together
with its meaning described above, is known to us.
For a class C of P with SF (C) = ∅, we set
min FP (C) = min {FP (C.c) | c ∈ SF (C)}
and
max FP (C) = max {FP (C.c) | c ∈ SF (C)}.
4. Condition (C1)
In this section, we formulate the ﬁrst of three conditions which together with
the assumption that a Java program P is putstatic - free guarantee that eager
and lazy class initialization assign the same initial values to the static ﬁelds of P .
A pair (A, C) of classes of P is said to be a lazy pair of P if A C is an edge in
G+(P ). If (A, C) is a lazy pair, then we will call C a child of A.
In terms of lazy initialization, if (A, C) is a lazy pair then (see deﬁnition of the
 relation) C is the direct superclass of A or the JVM while reading A.<clinit>
encountered C based on the first active use rule.
For a lazy pair (A, C), we deﬁne the set SF+(A, C) as follows:
If C is the direct superclass of A, then we set SF+(A, C) = ∅. Otherwise, we set
SF+(A, C) = {a ∈ SF (A) | the JVM had assigned an initial value to a before it
encountered C}.
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We also set
SF−(A, C) = SF (A) \ SF+(A, C)
Note that if C is not the direct superclass of A, then the set SF+(A, C) consists
of the static ﬁelds of A to which the JVM had assigned initial values before it
encountered C and invoked C.<clinit>. A static ﬁeld whose class variable initializer
nor static initializer has not yet been evaluated, and which therefore still holds its
default value (assigned during preparation) is called uninitialized (we also refer to
the values stored by uninitialized static ﬁelds as uninitialized). The set SF−(A, C)
consists of the static ﬁelds of A that were uninitialized right after the JVM invoked
C.<clinit>.
The following fact equivalently deﬁnes SF+(A, C) and SF−(A, C) in the case when
SF (C) = ∅. It follows easily from the meanings of the introduced concepts.
Proposition 2. If (A, C) is a lazy pair of P with SF (C) = ∅, then
(i) SF+(A, C) = {a ∈ SF (A) | FP (A.a) < min FP (C)};
(ii) SF−(A, C) = {a ∈ SF (A) | FP (A.a) > max FP (C)}.
It is possible to describe the set SF+(A, C) in terms of class variable initializers
and static initializers of A (for deﬁnitions see [4, p.246]). Here is such a description.
For a static ﬁeld a of A, a ∈ SF+(A, C) if and only if a was ”noticed” by the
JVM while reading A.<clinit> before C was encountered based on the first active
use rule and
(i) a does not have a class variable initializer and A does not have a static
initializer that initializes a, or
(ii) a has a class variable initializer and the initializer was completely executed
before the JVM encountered C, or
(iii) a does not have a class variable initializer but it has a static initializer that
which was completely executed before the JVM encountered C.
Now, let A, B ∈ Cl+(P ) be such that SP (A) < SP (B) and EP (A) > EP (B). By
Proposition 1, there is a unique directed path in G+(P ) from A to B. Clearly,
the path must go through a child of A. We will be interested in the triples of the
form (A, C, B) such that A and B are classes of P that satisfy SP (A) < SP (B) and
EP (A) > EP (B) and C is a child of A on the unique directed path in G+(P ) from
A to B. We will call any such triple a lazy triple of P . Hence, we have the
following 4 equivalent formulations: (A, C, C) is a lazy triple⇐⇒ (A, C) is a lazy pair
⇐⇒ A C is an edge in G+(P )⇐⇒ C is a child of A.
Note that in any lazy triple (A, C, B), C is uniquely determined by A and B. This
is so because C is a child of A that is on a unique directed path in G+(P ) from A
to B. Hence instead of using triples (A, C, B) we could use pairs (A, B) such that
SP (A) < SP (B) and EP (A) > EP (B). However, we prefer to keep C in (A, C, B) to
emphasize that C is the ﬁrst class through which the JVM process of initializing
classes between A and B goes, and through which it goes back to continue initializing
A. This emphasis is needed in the formulation of (C1) below.
Recall the assumption that G is acyclic.
(C1) For every lazy triple (A, C, B) of P : If B ⇒ A is an edge in G, then every
chain of intermediate method calls from B.<clinit> that ends in a getstatic
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instruction of a static ﬁeld of A ends in a getstatic instruction of a static ﬁeld
belonging to SF+(A, C).
Note that (C1) also refers to lazy pairs for if (A, C) is a lazy pair, then (A, C, C) is
a lazy triple.
The condition (C1) is equivalent to not admitting access to uninitialized values
by a Java program (see Proposition 3 below).
Let A be a class of P . We say that during initialization of A an access to an
uninitialized value is made if there is a class D ∈ Cl+(P ) with SP (D) < SP (A) such
that during the JVM initialization of A, the JVM encounters a chain of intermediate
method calls from A.<clinit> that ends in a getstatic instruction of a static ﬁeld
of D to which the JVM has not yet assigned an initial value (this static ﬁeld of D
therefore still holds its default value assigned during preparation).
Note that the inequality SP (D) < SP (A) in the above deﬁnition is necessary,
since otherwise if SP (D) > SP (A), then by the time the JVM encounters a chain of
intermediate method calls from A.<clinit> that ends in a getstatic instruction
of a static ﬁeld of D, either D will already be fully initialized, or D.<clinit> will be
invoked for the ﬁrst time (triggered by the getstatic reference). In either case A
will not access D’s uninitialized values.
We say that P does not admit access to uninitialized values if there is no class in
P during whose JVM initialization an access to an uninitialized value is made. The
following proposition and the example following it provide support for introducing
(C1) into our considerations.
Proposition 3. For a Java program P , the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) P satisfies (C1);
(ii) P does not admit access to uninitialized values.
Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii): (by Contrapositive). Assume that A is a class of P during whose
JVM initialization an access to an uninitialized value was made. This means that
there was a class D with SP (D) < SP (A) such that during the initialization of A, the
JVM encountered a chain of intermediate method calls from A.<clinit> that ended
in a getstatic of a static ﬁeld d of D to which the JVM had not yet assigned an
initial value. Hence the initialization of D was not complete. This, in turn, means
that after completing the initialization of A the JVM went back to D to complete its
initialization. This, however, means that EP (A) < EP (D). This, by Proposition
1, means that there is a unique directed path in G+(P ) from D to A. Let C be the
child of D on that path. We have a lazy triple (D, C, A). Since the JVM did not
assign an initial value to D.d, it follows that d /∈ SF+(D, C). This means that P
does not satisfy (C1), proving that (i) implies (ii)
(ii) =⇒ (i): (by Contrapositive). Assume that P does not satisfy (C1). This
means that there is a lazy triple (A, C, B) and a chain of intermediate method calls
from B.<clinit> that ends in a getstatic of a static ﬁeld a of A with a /∈ SF+(A, C).
Since (A, C, B) is a lazy triple, it follows that SP (A) < SP (B). Since a /∈ SF+(A, C),
it follows that while the JVM was initializing B (executing B.<clinit>), a stored
its default value instead of its initial value. Thus, during the JVM initialization of
B, an access to an uninitialized value of a was made, proving that (ii) implies (i).
For example, consider the following program:
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class B
{
static int b1 = A.a1;
static int b2 = A.a3;
static int foo() { return 123; }
}
class A
{
static int a1 = 1;
static int a2 = B.foo();
static int a3 = 1;
public static void main(String[] args)
{
System.out.println(‘‘An Example Violating (C1)’’);
}
}
Note that in the above program P , G is acyclic, (A, B, B) is a lazy triple (i.e. (A, B)
is a lazy pair), and the edge B⇒ A is in G. Also note that there is a chain (of length
1) of intermediate method calls from B.<clinit> that ends in getstatic A.a3 and
A.a3 /∈ SF+(A, C) (since SF+(A, C) = {a1}), hence (C1) is violated. Now, lazy
initialization gives vallazy(B.b2) = 0, while eager initialization respecting the only
topological sort s of G (namely s(A) = 1, s(B) = 2) gives valP,s(B.b2) = 1.
Discrepancies like this example will be common if the JVM accesses uninitialized
values. This is because eager class initialization never accesses uninitialized values
of any static ﬁelds of the program. Hence condition (C1) is necessary for the two
initializations (eager and lazy) to give the same initial values for all static ﬁelds.
5. Conditions (C2) and (C3)
Recall the assumption that G is acyclic. The second condition is:
(C2) For every lazy triple (A, C, B) of P and every static ﬁeld a of A: if there
is a chain of intermediate method calls from B.<clinit> that ends in getstatic
A.a, then from the part of A.<clinit> that corresponds to SF−(A, C) there is no
chain of intermediate method calls that ends in putstatic A.a.
We now want to explain the reason of introducing (C2). Let (A, C, B) be a
lazy triple. Let f1, ..., fl be a chain of intermediate method calls from B.<clinit>
and let fl = getstatic A.a. Consider the two ways of initializing classes: eager
initialization respecting a topological sort s of G and lazy initialization (done by the
JVM). In eager initialization, the chain f1, ..., fl accesses the value of A.a when
the initialization of A has completed (since in eager initialization A is initialized
before B because of the dependency B ⇒ A in G). In lazy initialization, however,
the chain accesses the value of A.a when the initialization of A has not completed.
Even though it may be the case that A.a ∈ SF+(A, C) (thus satisfying (C1)), there is
still a threat that the remaining part of A.<clinit> to be executed may change the
value of A.a with a putstatic A.a, thus causing the eager and lazy initializations
to give diﬀerent initial values for some static ﬁeld of B. Hence (C2) is necessary to
eliminate this threat.
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For example, consider the following program:
class C
{
static int c = B.b;
}
class B
{
static int b = A.a;
}
class A
{
static int a = 1;
static { C obj = new C(); }
static aa = a++;
public static void main(String[] args)
{
System.out.println(‘‘An Example Violating (C2)’’);
}
}
Note that in the above program P , G is acyclic, and (A, C, B) is a lazy triple. Lazy
initialization gives vallazy(B.b) = 1 and vallazy(C.c) = 1, while eager initialization
respecting the only topological sort s of G (namely s(A) = 1, s(B) = 2, s(C) = 3)
gives valP,s(B.b) = 2 and valP,s(C.c) = 2. Also note that in the above example
(C1) is satisﬁed, since SF+(A, C) = {a}, while (C2) is violated, since the value of
A.a is changed after B.<clinit> and C.<clinit> are done executing.
The third condition is:
(C3) For all A, B ∈ Cl+(P ), if there is a chain of intermediate method calls
from A.<clinit> that ends in getstatic B.b for some b ∈ SF (B), then from the
bytecode of the main() method of P there is no chain of intermediate method calls
that ends in putstatic B.b and originates before (in textual order) the instruction
that triggers the initialization of A.
The condition (C3) seems to be necessary since eager class initialization does
not see the main() method. Consider, for instance, the following program:
class A
{
static int a = B.b;
}
class B
{
static int b = 1;
}
class C
{
public static void main(String[] args)
{
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new B();
B.b = B.b + 1;
new A();
}
}
Note that in the above program P , G is acyclic. Also note that there is a chain
(of length 1) of intermediate method calls from A.<clinit> that ends in getstatic
B.b, and that from the bytecode of the main() method of P there is a chain (of
length 1) of intermediate method calls that ends in putstatic B.b and originates
before (in textual order) the instruction that triggers the initialization of A (namely
the bytecode instruction corresponding to new A(); ), hence (C3) is violated. Lazy
initialization gives vallazy(A.a) = 2 while eager initialization respecting the sort s
of G (deﬁned by s(C) = 1, s(B) = 2, s(A) = 3) gives valP,s(A.a) = 1. The reason
for this discrepancy is that during lazy initialization the initial value of a static
ﬁeld (namely B.b) on which A.a depends is ultimately changed from the main()
method before A.a is initialized, while eager initialization will not see this change
since it doesn’t see the main() method. Hence (C3) ensures that no changes to a
static ﬁeld, on which a class depends, are made before that class is initialized.
6. Main Theorem: Lazy = Eager
Our second result is:
Theorem 2. Let P be a Java program such that the graph G is acyclic. Let s be a
topological sort of G. If P is putstatic - free and satisfies (C1), (C2), and (C3),
then vallazy(A.a) = valP,s(A.a) for all A ∈ Cl(P ) and a ∈ SF (A).
In the following we assume that P is a Java program such that G is acyclic and
that s is a topological sort of G. We also assume that P is putstatic - free and
satisﬁes (C1), (C2), and (C3).
Let A ∈ Cl(P ) and a ∈ SF (A). No matter whether the initial value of A.a is
assigned during lazy initialization (done by the JVM) or during eager initialization
respecting s, it is assigned based on the execution of the same chains of intermediate
method calls that participate in the computation of the initial value of A.a. Hence
the question whether vallazy(A.a) = valP,s(A.a) is the question whether those chains
of intermediate method calls access (for deﬁnition of the term access see the proof
of Theorem 2 below) the same values during lazy initialization as during eager
initialization respecting s. The chains that participate in the computation of the
initial value of A.a are either of type 2, ending with a getstatic instruction, or of
type 1 (to recall the deﬁnition of the two types see section 1: Introduction). We
denote the set of all such call chains by MetCall(A.a). Thus the set MetCall(A.a)
consists of chains of type 2 ending with a getstatic instruction, and chains of type
1 both of which participate in the computation of the initial value of A.a.
We deﬁne the following sets with respect to a given class A ∈ Cl(P ):
S1A = {B | SP (B) < SP (A) and EP (B) < EP (A)}
S2A = {B | SP (B) > SP (A) and EP (B) < EP (A)}
S3A = {B | SP (B) < SP (A) and EP (B) > EP (A)}
S4A = {B | SP (B) > SP (A) and EP (B) > EP (A)}
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Note that the above four sets partition the set Cl(P )\{A}. We call the elements
of S2A the descendants of A in G+(P ), and the elements of S3A the ancestors of A
in G+(P ). The set S4A is not used in the proof of Theorem 2 given below. It has
been included in the above list for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 2. A⇒ B is an edge in G and A = B imply that B ∈ S1A ∪ S2A ∪ S3A.
Proof. Let A ⇒ B be an edge in G and A = B. If SP (A) > SP (B), then obviously
B ∈ S1A ∪ S3A. So let SP (A) < SP (B). This inequality and A = B say that
at the moment when the JVM starts initializing A, the class B has not yet been
invoked for initialization. Since A ⇒ B is an edge in G, there is a chain of type
2 of intermediate method calls from A.<clinit> that ends with the instruction
getstatic or putstatic of a static ﬁeld of B. The JVM while initializing A sees
the chain and invokes B for initialization, since SP (A) < SP (B) (up to this point B
has not yet been invoked for initialization). Before the JVM completes initializing
A, it completes initializing B. Thus EP (A) > EP (B) and so B ∈ S2A.
Proof of Theorem 2: Recall that G is acyclic, P is putstatic - free and satisﬁes
(C1), (C2), and (C3), and that s is a topological sort of G.
We prove the conclusion of the theorem by induction on the set {1, . . . , n} with
respect to the values of s. Recall that s : Cl(P ) → {1, . . . , n} is a bijection such
that s(B) < s(A) whenever A⇒ B is an edge in G with A = B.
Let k ∈ {1, ..., n} and let A ∈ Cl(P ) be such that s(A) = k.
Basic Step: k = 1.
In this case, there are no outgoing edges from A in G. This means that
MetCall(A.a) is empty, or contains chains of type 1 and/or chains of type 2 that
end with getstatic instructions of static ﬁelds of A that are in the textual order
earlier than a in A.<clinit> (since the JVM does not permit forward references).
In either case, we have vallazy(A.a) = valP,s(A.a). This is so because the chains of
MetCall(A.a) (if there are any) do not engage any static ﬁelds other than the ones
of A in the process of computing the initial value of A.a.
Inductive Step: Let k ≥ 2 and assume that the conclusion of the theorem
holds for every class B such that s(B) < k.
Let a ∈ SF (A). We will show vallazy(A.a) = valP,s(A.a).
Let f1, ..., fl = getstatic B.b be a chain of type 2 in MetCall(A.a). We say that
during lazy class initialization (eager class initialization respecting s, respectively)
f1, ..., fl accesses the value v if at the moment of execution of the chain f1, ..., fl
during lazy initialization (eager initialization respecting s, respectively) the value
stored in B.b is v. If B is A, then since the JVM does not permit forward references,
it follows that b is in A earlier than a (in the textual order).
We prove
(1) If B is A and b is in A earlier than a (in the textual order), then the chain
f1, ..., fl = getstatic B.b accesses the same value during lazy initialization as
during eager initialization respecting s.
In this case, during eager initialization respecting s, f1, ..., fl accesses the value
stored in a static ﬁeld of A (namely A.b). Because P is putstatic - free, other
classes whose initialization may be triggered by the JVM as a result of executing
A.<clinit> cannot change the value of A.b, hence the chain f1, ..., fl accesses the
same value during lazy initialization as during eager initialization respecting s.
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Now assume that B = A. Since f1, ..., fl = getstatic B.b is a chain from
A.<clinit>, it follows by the deﬁnition of G that A⇒ B is an edge in G. This, by
Lemma 2, gives B ∈ S1A ∪ S2A ∪ S3A.
We prove
(2) If B ∈ S1A∪S2A, then the chain f1, ..., fl = getstatic B.b accesses the same
value during lazy initialization as during eager initialization respecting s.
Since B ∈ S1A ∪ S2A, we have EP (B) < EP (A). Since f1, ..., fl = getstatic B.b
is a chain (of type 2) in MetCall(A.a), before the JVM assigns an initial value to
A.a for the ﬁrst time it must ﬁnish initializing all of B ﬁrst. Hence, FP (A.a) >
max FP (B). This, by the assumption that P is putstatic - free and satisﬁes
(C3), means that during lazy initialization the chain f1, ..., fl accesses the value
vallazy(B.b). Since A = B and A ⇒ B is an edge in G, it follows that s(B) < s(A).
This, by the Inductive Hypothesis, gives vallazy(B.b) = valP,s(B.b). Thus, during
lazy initialization f1, ..., fl accesses the value valP,s(B.b). Since P is putstatic -
free, during eager initialization respecting s, f1, ..., fl accesses the value valP,s(B.b).
Thus, during both lazy initialization and eager initialization respecting s, the chain
f1, ..., fl accesses the same value.
We prove
(3) If B ∈ S3A, then the chain f1, ..., fl = getstatic B.b accesses the same
value during lazy initialization as during eager initialization respecting s.
In this case, B is an ancestor of A in G+(P ). So we have a lazy triple (B, C, A)
where C is a child of B in G+(P ) that is on the unique path from B to A. By (C1)
B.b ∈ SF+(B, C), and by (C2) there is no chain of intermediate method calls that
ends in putstatic B.b from the part of B.<clinit> corresponding to SF−(B, C).
This and the assumption that P is putstatic - free imply that after the JVM
ﬁnishes executing A.<clinit> and later C.<clinit> and returns to ﬁnish executing
B.<clinit>, the value of B.b (assigned before the JVM moved to initialize C from
A) will not change. This, in turn, means that during lazy initialization the chain
f1, ..., fl = getstatic B.b is accessing the value vallazy(B.b). Since A ⇒ B is an
edge in G and A = B, we have s(B) < s(A). This, by the Inductive Hypothesis,
gives vallazy(B.b) = valP,s(B.b). So during lazy initialization f1, ..., fl accesses
valP,s(B.b). Since P is putstatic - free, during eager initialization respecting
s, f1, ..., fl accesses the value valP,s(B.b). Thus, during both lazy initialization
and eager initialization respecting s, the chain f1, ..., fl accesses the same value.
Since f1, ..., fl = getstatic B.b is an arbitrary chain of type 2 in MetCall(A.a),
it follows from Lemma 2 and (1), (2), and (3) that every chain of type 2 from
MetCall(A.a) accesses the same value during both lazy initialization and eager
initialization respecting s. This, in particular, guarantees that every chain of
type 1 from MetCall(A.a) accesses the same value during both lazy initialization
and eager initialization respecting s. Thus all chains from MetCall(A.a) access
the same value during both lazy initialization and eager initialization respecting s.
This gives vallazy(A.a) = valP,s(A.a) and completes the proof of the theorem.
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7. Concluding Remarks
As mentioned in section 4, eager class initialization never accesses uninitialized
values of any static ﬁelds of a Java program unless those ﬁelds intentionally do not
have initializers (class variable initializers or static initializers). This is not the case
in the lazy class initialization where uninitialized values may be accessed. If they
are accessed, then it is almost surely a programming error unless the static ﬁelds
that store the uninitialized values intentionally do not have initializers. No JVM
that we are aware of reports accesses to uninitialized values. With a little extra
eﬀort such a JVM could be designed. Proposition 3 shows one way in which this
could possibly be done. Although we assumed that G(P ) is acyclic, the assumption
is not needed for our proof of Proposition 3. The only signiﬁcant extra thing a
JVM would have to do after invoking every class A for initialization is to remember
the sets SF+(A, C) where C is a child of A in G+(P ).
In [3], the authors write “An interesting open problem is to formulate conditions
under which, in the absence of reported bad circularities, the eager and lazy strate-
gies would be guaranteed to give tha same initial values. A formal statement and
proof of this result might be based on a bytecode or source-level type system in
the style of [2]”. Although in our solution to the problem we did not follow the
suggestion contained in the quote, we feel that if realized the suggestion will lead
to an even more formally rigorous solution.
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